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During this tutorial you will learn:
1. How to work with two images.
2. Identify Layers and New Adjustment layers.
3. Using masks 
4. Using the Transform Tool
5. Use of the Burn Tool
6. Load Specific Brushes 

STEP 1
In this tutorial we are going to use two images and a set of crack brushes. See below the images we are going 
to work with. You can download the images from www.learn-creative.com download page.

We are going to use the muscle face as a background image therefore copy the clean face and paste it on to 
the muscle face to do this go to select>all edit>copy click on the muscle face image edit>paste. As you can 
notice the clean face is much smaller than the muscle face.
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STEP 2

STEP 3

In this stage we are going to make use of the transform tool. Go to edit>transform scale  and set the following 
sizes as shown in the figure below:

Once the transform scale is set apply a reveal all mask on the clean face layer. To apply a reveal all mask click 
on the mask layer thumbnail in the layer’s panel or go to layer>layer mask>reveal all.

After applying the mask select the brush tool from the tool box and set the size to 300 px- hardness 0%.
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Make sure that  your foreground color is black and you are on the mask thumbnail after start revealing with 
the brush approximately half of the face until you get a similar result.
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STEP 4

We need a copy of the half masked face and this is what we are going to do. Press the CTRL key and click on 
the mask’s thumbnail.

As you can notice the mask selection is loaded.  Let us inverse the selection go to select>inverse select the 
muscle face layer edit>copy and edit>paste. Place the pasted layer on top of the other layers. Select the clean 
face layer and change the layer blending option to Darken than select the muscle face and reduce the layer’s 
opacity to 63 %. at this stage you should have a similar result.
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STEP 5

After blending the muscle face with the clean face click on the new layer adjustment icon or go to layer>new 
adjustment layer and choose levels.

Once the new layer adjustment levels is in place  set as follows.
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STEP 6
Is time to load our crack brushes. You can download the crack brushes from www.learn-creative.com down-
load page. Once the brushes are downloaded select the brush tool from the brush tool box and from the tool 
editor box select load brushes from the drop down menu see figure below:

Once the brushes are loaded search for the crack set brushes and make use of different forms and sizes to cre-
ate a crack between the face and the face muscle effect. NOTE for each crack brush create make a new layer 
use the eraser tool to remove unwanted cracks. Use black color and all new layers to be placed under the new 
level adjustment layer.
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Keep on building up cracks placed between the clean face and the muscle face until you get a similar result.
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STEP 7

Its time to start refining things up. Create a new layer adjustment curve. To create a new layer adjustment 
curve repeat the same steps as we have done when we created the new layer adjustment levels instead select 
curves. When you have applied the curves set the curves graph line as shown below.             

At this stage you should have obtained a similar result.
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For our final touch select the burn tool from the tool box. 

Make sure settings are as follows. You can find these settings in the menu option bar on top.

Note settings option may differ according to your Photoshop version. Once all the settings are in place make 
sure you are on the clean face layer and brush over the clean face part, this will darken and fill with some 
blacks the clean face part exposing certain details.  You should have ended up with a similar result 


